Connecting a
Remote Team
in Custom and
Creative Ways
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We’re a diverse group of people working
in various places across the globe…
this how we connect.
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Get to Know You…
Each team member answers three “About Me” questions. The moderator chooses one
team member and others have to try to pair up the answers with a teammate. Below
are some ideas to get you and your team started.
• What is your favorite color?
• Interesting facts about yourself.
• Where have you traveled?
• What are your hobbies?
• Do you have any interesting collections?
• What is your favorite movie?
• What is your favorite food or meal?
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• What are the names of your pets?
• How many places have you lived?
• Your favorite place to go on vacation.
• What is your favorite sports team?
• Who is your favorite band?
• Who do you share your birthday with?
• Come up with some specific to your team.

This or That Poll…
Come up with 2 crazy things, like… dustpan hands or sweating grape jelly and take a
poll. It’s great for a laugh and usually the reasoning is even funnier. Here are some of
the wild ideas that we’ve come up with:
• Farting popcorn
• Crying mayonnaise
• Sweating grape jelly
• Dustpan hands
• Ears of a basset hound
• Tail of a kangaroo
• Feathers or scales

• Sneezing nerd candy
• Blinking bubbles
• Noodles for hair
• Fingernails made of cheese
• Shocked when you touch something
• Paper cuts between your fingers
• Always sing rather than speak
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Your Third Favorite…
Everyone has their #1 favorite, but if you had to rank your third favorite color, animal,
movie, etc., what would it be? It’s harder than you think, but fun nonetheless. People
also end up sharing their first and second favorites along with their third. Here are
some topics to get you going:
• Movie
• Relative
• Beverage
• Meal
• Month
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• Band
• Holiday
• Sport
• Restaurant
• Vegetable

• Article of Clothing
• TV Show
• Beer/Cocktail
• Candy
• Day of the Week

Bonus: Fun Things in Your House…
As our homes have become our new offices, give team members a sneak peek into
your space. Below are some “fun things” or even awkward moments we like share:
• Random family photo
• Fun random knick-knack
• Coffee/tea mug
• Strange pet moments

• Last photo taken on your phone
• What you’re eating for breakfast/lunch
• Kids helping you work
• Favorite kitchen utensil and why

You can continue to create a strong team dynamic and conjure
up collaboration in ways you didn’t think of and hopefully some
creative responses as well. And if none of these ideas work, a
punny dad joke never fails, unless your team forgets to unmute.
Tip: Don’t use “beef stew” as a computer password.
It’s not stroganoff.
Check back often for more creative content and insight.
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